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indeed, manage to land somewhat later, but after some initial
success was compelled to surrender. And, meanwhile, the
main danger of invasion had passed with the decision of the
French Government to send the bulk of their army under
Napoleon to the conquest of Egypt.
The expedition sailed in May 1798 and effected its landing
safely, but all chance of real success was destroyed by Nelson's
victory of the Nile, which cut it off from any hope of return to
France and left it to carry on the campaign with its own
resources alonev Shortly after this great triumph a British force
under Charles Stuart effected the capture of Minorca, a valuable
base for operations in, the western Mediterranean, and from
there the bulk of the troops were shipped over to Sicily in order
to secure that island against occupation by the French, who had
immediately, on the unwise declaration of war against them
by the King of Naples, overrun the whole of that monarch's
territories on the mainland of Italy.
The aggressive policy of the French Government had, in
fact, once more united the Continental powers m arms.
Prussia stood aside, but England, Austria, Russia and Turkey,
together with the unhappy Naples, had by the beginning of
1799 formed themselves into the Second Coalition and were
preparing to undertake operations on the Rhine, in Switzerland
and in Italy. These campaigns opened in March with a series
of brilliant initial victories, the fruits of which were, however,
not fully gathered owing to dissensions among the Allied
commanders. None the less the French had by the summer
been driven back to the Rhine and cleared out of all Italy, a
few closely besieged fortresses alone remaining in their hands.
The tables had thus been completely turned, and Great Britain,
but a year since confined to a strict defensive, was once more
in a position to take aggressive action against her formidable
enemy.
V. the north holland expedition, 1799
The British Government had during the early part of the
year taken steps to strengthen and reinforce the army by the
enlistment of large numbers of militiamen (the need for whose
services had become less pressing now that invasion no longer
threatened) into the regular forces; and this, combined with
the enrolment of a number of militia and fencible units who
had also volunteered as such for service overseas, enabled them
to assemble by the summer a respectably strong, though as yet
somewhat ill-trained, striking force, of which, for the first time,
the reorganised artillery and the new transport service formed
part. It was decided, on grounds which seem to have been less

